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Abstract

The efficient use of excitation energy in photosynthetic membranes is achieved by a 

dense network of pigment-protein complexes. These complexes fulfill specific functions 

and interact dynamically with each other in response to rapidly changing environmental 

conditions. Here, we studied how in the intact cells of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (C.r.) 
the lack of the photosystem I (PSI) core or the photosystem II (PSII) core affects these 

interactions. To that end the mutants F15 and M18 (both PSI-deficient) and FUD7 (PSII-

deficient) were incubated under conditions known to promote state transitions in wild-type. 

The intact cells were then instantly frozen to 77 K and the full-spectrum time-resolved 

fluorescence emission of the cells was measured by means of streak camera. In the PSI-

deficient mutants excitation energy transfer (EET) towards light-harvesting complexes of 

PSI (Lhca) occurs in less than 0.5 ns, and fluorescence from Lhca decays in 3.1 ns. Decreased 

trapping by PSII and increased fluorescence of Lhca upon state 1 (S1) → state 2 (S2) transition 

appears in the F15 and less in the M18 mutant. In the PSII-deficient mutant FUD7, quenched 

(0.5 ns) and unquenched (2 ns) light-harvesting complexes of PSII (LHCII) are present in both 

states, with the quenched form more abundant in S2 than in S1. Moreover, EET of 0.4 ns 

from the remaining LHCII to PSI increases upon S1 → S2 transition. We relate the excitation 

energy kinetics observed in F15, M18 and FUD7 to the remodeling of the photosynthetic 

apparatus in these mutants under S1 and S2 conditions.
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Introduction

Efficient photosynthesis strongly relies on a specific composition and arrangement of the 

photosynthetic apparatus. The photosynthetic membranes are thus densely packed with 

different pigment–protein complexes [1] whose main functions are to harvest light, and 

to perform photochemistry [2]. The former role is realized by so-called light harvesting 

antennae which contain a high concentration of chlorophylls (Chls) and carotenoids 

[3]. The antennae of higher plants and algae consist of the Lhcb and Lhca proteins (for 

characterization in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, see [4] and [5], respectively). The former 

include major light-harvesting complexes (LHCII), which can serve as antenna of photosystem 

II (PSII) and of photosystem I (PSI), the minor antennae CP26 and CP29 present both in higher 

plants and in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (C.r.), as well as CP24 present solely in higher plants 

[6]. The Lhca proteins act as PSI antennae, although it has been suggested previously that 

in C.r. mutants lacking the PSI core they can also transfer excitation energy to PSII [7,8]. The 

photochemistry takes place in a photochemical reaction center, present in the cores of both 

PSI and PSII, and it ultimately results in electron transport and in a proton gradient across 

the photosynthetic membranes, both utilized in the further steps of photosynthesis [9].

In the present work we study the earliest event in photosynthesis, namely excitation energy 

transfer (EET) from the light-harvesting antennae to the reaction centers, in the green alga 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. We measured full-spectrum time-resolved fluorescence in 

mutants of C.r. deficient in the PSI core (F15 and M18) or the PSII core (FUD7). This approach 

not only allows us to discriminate in vivo the spectro-temporal features of PSII–LHCII, PSI–

LHCI(–LHCII) and uncoupled LHCII observed earlier in wild-type (WT) [10], but it also allows 

us to elucidate the fate of the antennae of the absent photosystem. Moreover, under varying 

environmental conditions some remodeling of the photosynthetic apparatus can take place 

which aims to sustain the optimal use of excitation energy and this change will also affect 

the EET. We therefore extended the present characterization of EET in the mutants by 

inducing in the cells one of such regulatory processes, the so-called state transitions (ST). 

This process is believed to maintain optimal excitation energy partitioning between PSI and 

PSII [11,12]. In C.r. it was proposed to play a role in photoprotection [13] and to maintain the 

physiological ATP/NADPH ratio [14], although the latter role was recently questioned [15]. 

State transitions are realized by LHCII complexes, which in state 1 (S1) transfer excitation 

energy mainly to PSII and upon transition to state 2 (S2) detach from PSII and at least part 

of them attaches to PSI. In C.r. the fraction of LHCII antennae which upon detachment 

from PSII effectively increases the absorption cross-section of PSI was initially suggested 

to account for 80% of the LHCII population [7], while recent reports indicate that it is far 

lower [10,16,17]. Upon mild isolation methods, PSI–LHCI– LHCII complexes were obtained 
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containing two LHCII trimers and one Lhcb monomer [18] or slightly smaller [19]. One of the 

steps in the cascade triggering the switch of LHCII complexes from PSII to PSI is an increase in 

the reduction of the plastoquinone (PQ) pool [20]. This rise results in the phosphorylation of 

LHCII which is supposed to increase its affinity towards PSI. In higher plants the reduction of 

the PQ pool can be achieved by illumination with light that preferentially excites PSII. In C.r. 
however, often another way of ST induction is applied, namely the cells are either incubated 

in the dark in aerobic conditions to keep the PQ pool oxidized (S1), or in the dark under 

anoxia to reduce the PQ pool (S2) [21–23]. In the present work we used the latter method 

to induce S1 and S2 in C.r. WT and mutants lacking the PSI core (M18 and F15) or the PSII 

core (FUD7). In the previous studies it was shown that both in the PSI-deficient mutants (C3 

and M18) and in the PSII-deficient mutants (FUD7 and F34) LHCII is phosphorylated under 

anoxia in the dark [7,24,25].

In the present study we first describe excitation energy kinetics in the photosynthetic 

apparatus of C.r. strains deficient in either the PSI core or the PSII core (mutants F15, M18 

and FUD7). Next, the change in excitation energy kinetics as a result of redistribution of 

the antenna complexes upon conditions mimicking state transitions is studied in the same 

strains. To that end the time-resolved fluorescence at 77 K measured in these mutants 

by means of streak camera was analyzed globally resulting in decay-associated spectra 

(DAS) of the fluorescence transients. Taking advantage of the reduced complexity of the 

photosynthetic apparatus in the mutants we confirm previous assignment of all features 

of the DAS measured in WT C.r. to specific excitation energy kinetics. Additionally, EET 

from PSII–LHCII and/or LHCII towards Lhca and fluorescence decay from Lhca, both not 

observed in WT, are characterized in the PSI-deficient mutants. We furthermore note that 

in one of the studied mutants deficient in the PSI core the trapping on PSII substantially 

decreases upon S1 → S2 transition. In the absence of the PSII core some LHCII complexes 

are uncoupled (quenched and unquenched form) and some other transfer energy to PSI. 

Transition to S2 leads to a stronger quenching of the former fraction and to an increased 

trapping by PSI.

Materials and methods

Strains, growth conditions and biochemical characterization Mutants F15 (cc-4138), M18 

(cc-1051) and FUD7 (cc-4147) were purchased from the Chlamydomonas Resource Center 

(University of Minnesota). The direct effect of mutations introduced in F15 and in M18 is the 

lack of respectively PsaB and PsaA protein [26,27], while FUD7 is devoid of the D1 protein 

[21]. As a reference, C.r. WT strain 137c, a kind gift of Prof. Jean-David Rochaix, was used 

in the present work. The C.r. WT and mutant strains were grown in TAP medium [28] at 25 
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°C under low light conditions (<5 μE) on an incubator shaker (Minitron, INFORS HT). When 

the samples were taken for fluorescence measurements the cell number in the cultures 

was ≈4 × 106/ml.

The chlorophyll concentration was determined as described previously [29]. The values 

are averages ± standard deviation of three measurements. For the measurements the cells 

were concentrated to OD800nm ≤ 2.

Total protein extraction was performed as described previously [30] and immunoblot 

analyses were performed as described in [31]. For primary antibodies, dilutions in PBS-T 

containing 5% nonfat milk were prepared as follows: D1 (1:5000), D2 (1:5000), PsaA (1:1000), 

CP43 (1:2500), CP26 (1:3000), CP29 (1:10,000), Lhcb2 (1:5000), Lhcbm5 (1:10,000), Lhca5 

(1:1000). Except for the antibody for Lhca, which was a kind gift of Prof. Jean-David Rochaix, 

all other antibodies were purchased from Agrisera (Agrisera AB, Vännäs, Sweden). We note 

that antibody designated by Agrisera as Lhcbm5 recognizes most of the LhcbM proteins. 

LhcbM1 protein of C.r. is moreover specifically recognized by the Lhcb2 antibody [32]. To 

avoid deviation between different immunoblots, samples were compared only when loaded 

in the same gel.

For induction of state transitions C.r. cells were first pelleted (3 min, 4000 rpm) and then 

re-suspended in a fresh TAP medium previously either aerated or N2 bubbled for 1 h. The 

cells were kept in the dark and further respectively either aerated (S1 conditions) or N2 

bubbled (S2 conditions) for 45 min [21,22]. After this time a Pasteur pipette was immersed 

in a sample and immediately quick-frozen in liquid nitrogen.

Spectroscopic measurements The full-spectrum time-resolved fluorescence was measured 

with a synchroscan streak camera setup described in detail by Gobets et al. [33]. The 

excitation pulses (≈100 fs) were generated using a tandem consisting of Vitesse Duo 

(Coherent, Santa Clara, California), regenerative amplifier RegA 9000 (Coherent, Santa Clara, 

California) and optical parametric amplifier (Coherent, Santa Clara, California). The samples 

frozen to 77 K in a Pasteur pipette were placed in a cold finger and excited at 400 nm with 

a repetition rate of 250 kHz and an energy per pulse of 1 nJ. The diameter of the excitation 

beam and the optical path length within the sample were both ≈1 mm. The fluorescence at 

the angle of 90° to the direction of the excitation beam was collimated and focused onto 

the input slit of spectrograph Chromex 250IS (Chromex, Albuquerque, New Mexico). An 

orange cut off filter OC11 was used here to block the scattered excitation light. Finally, the 

spectrally resolved emission was detected using a Hamamatsu C5680 synchroscan camera 

with a cooled Hamamatsu Digital Camera C10600-10B (ORCA-R2) (Hamamatsu Photonics, 
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Hamamatsu, Japan). The time window for acquisition was ≈1.5 ns (time range 4) resulting in 

the full-width at half maximum of the time response of ≈22 ps. The spectral window spanned 

550–820 nm with a wavelength resolution of ≈4 nm. Per sample a sequence of sixty images 

of 10 s exposure time each was collected. Using the Hamamatsu High Performance Digital 

Temporal Analyzer (HPD-TA) 8.2.0., each sequence was averaged, background subtracted 

and corrected for the wavelength-dependent sensitivity of the detector (shading correction). 

Wavelength calibration was done by means of an argon lamp.

Global analysis [34] of the time-resolved fluorescence measured in the intact C.r. cells was 

performed using Glotaran ([35]; version 1.3). Global analysis means that at all recorded 

wavelengths (λ) simultaneously, the fluorescence decay is fitted with the sum of n parallel 

exponential decays (components) with rate constants , convolved with the 

instrument response function (IRF), taking into account dispersion. The fitted amplitude 

parameters for each component per wavelength constitute the so-called decay-associated 

spectra (DAS). The fitted fluorescence decay Ψ(t, λ) is thus described by the following 

equation:

This analysis was done either in the full spectral range of 640–760 nm to account for the 

kinetics of the whole photosynthetic apparatus or in wavelength ranges dominated by 

emission of antennae: Lhca kinetics was studied in F15 and M18 at 710–730 nm while LHCII 

kinetics was investigated in FUD7 at 670–683 nm. For each strain the DAS of S1 and of S2 

were normalized using the estimated scaling number per dataset. This number is based on 

the total integrated area under the IRF and was obtained upon global analysis with linked 

rates of S1 and S2 datasets. We also checked that normalization based on the area under 

the spectrum at time zero (first Evolution-Associated Spectrum; [36]) delivers nearly the 

same results so that the present conclusions remain valid. The steady-state fluorescence 

spectra were reconstructed from globally analyzed time-resolved fluorescence by taking the 

sum of the DAS multiplied by their respective lifetimes, according to the following equation:

 .

The average lifetime of a decay dominated by LHCII emission, obtained upon global analysis 

of spectral range 670–683 nm in FUD7, was calculated according to the following equation:
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where Ai is the amplitude of the ith component at 681 nm.

Results

Protein composition of the photosynthetic apparatus in C.r. deficient in the PSI 
core or the PSII core
Previous biochemical characterization of C.r. mutants with impaired PSII showed that the 

lack of the D1 (PsbA) protein in FUD7 results in the absence of D2 (PsbD) and in a decrease 

of CP43 and CP47 when compared to WT [37]. Our results from immunoblot analysis on the 

full protein extract from FUD7 confirm the absence of D1 and D2 in this mutant while a small 

amount of CP43 and the components of PSI (PsaA, PsaD) as well as the antenna complexes 

of both photosystems (Lhca5, LhcbM5, LHCII) are present in the cells (Figure 3.10).

Figure 3.10 Immunoblot analysis of photosynthetic proteins in C.r. WT and the mutants F15, 
M18 and FUD7. In each blot, three sample (TPE: total protein extract) dilutions were loaded 
for each strain in order to prevent saturation. The three dilutions are in linear range. All strains 
were analyzed simultaneously on the same blot for each antibody. Note that the antibodies are 
named according to Agrisera specification, but Lhcbm5 is non-specific and recognized all there 
bands containing LhcbM proteins, while Lhcb2, rised against a peptide contained in Lhcb2 of 
plants, recognized specifically LhcbM1 of C.r. The latter feature is expected since LhcbM1 is the 
only LhcbM that contains this specific peptide.
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Figure 3.11 Ratio of inner and outer antenna proteins to the PSII core (D1 protein) based on the 
immunoblot analysis (Figure 3.10). The values obtained for WT were normalized to 1 and then the 
values obtained for the mutants F15 and M18 were converted accordingly. a.u., arbitrary units.

The M18 mutant was shown to lack the PsaA protein [26], which is confirmed by our 

immunoblot analysis (Figure 3.10). It was moreover demonstrated that in the absence of 

PsaA, PsaB does not accumulate [38–40]. A similar effect is possibly responsible for the 

absence of the PsaA protein in F15, which has been characterized as a PsaB mutant. The 

antenna complexes of both photosystems are present in both these mutants. However, the 

relative amount of the individual antenna differs as F15 shows a strong reduction in CP26 

(Figure 3.10, Figure 3.11). In M18 the amount of LhcbM relative to the PSII core subunits 

is lower than in WT (Figure 3.11), suggesting that the mutant has a smaller antenna size. 

This is in agreement with a previous study showing that the LhcbM genes in M18 appear 

to be downregulated when compared to WT [41]. The comparison of the pigment content 

of the cells leads to the same conclusions. The Chl a/b ratio of M18 is 2.3 while that of F15 

is 1.9 (Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3 Pigment composition in C.r. WT and the mutants F15, M18 and FUD7.

Chl a
(µg/ml)

Chl b
(µg/ml)

Chl a+b
(µg/ml)

Chl a/b

WT 4.85 ± 0.15 1.99 ± 0.08 6.85 ± 0.23 2.43 ± 0.025

F15 2.77 ± 0.03 1.46 ± 0.02 4.23 ± 0.02 1.89 ± 0.04

M18 2.20 ± 0.12 0.97 ± 0.06 3.17 ± 0.18 2.27 ± 0.03

FUD7 3.42 ± 0.19 1.3 ± 0.076 4.72 ± 0.26 2.63 ± 0.05

For other PSI-deficient strains an average value of 2.0 has been reported before [8]. 

Considering that the LhcbMs are the only complexes of the thylakoid membrane of C.r. 
with Chl a/b ratio below 1.9, and the PSII core is the only complex in these mutants with 

a Chl a/b clearly higher than 2.3, we can conclude that the ratio LhcbM/PSII core is higher 

in F15 than in M18.

77 K steady-state fluorescence emission
In Figure 3.12 we present 77 K steady-state fluorescence emission spectra of the WT and 

mutant cells incubated in S1 (black lines) or in S2 conditions (red lines). The spectra were 

derived from the time-resolved fluorescence measurements, as described in Materials and 

Methods. In the WT, the transition from S1 to S2 leads to a characteristic increase from 0.88 

to 1.28 of the ratio of the PSI-dominated peak (F713) to the PSII-dominated peak (F685). 

As explained in our previous report [10], the latter band arises however not only from PSII 

(the well-known F685 emission band, the intensity of which decreases from S1 to S2), but 

also from X-685, an emission band attributed to quenched LHCII aggregates that occur 

almost exclusively in S2.

3
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Figure 3.12 77 K fluorescence spectra reconstructed from globally analyzed time-resolved fluo-
rescence measured in C.r. WT and mutants F15, M18 and FUD7 upon incubation in S1 conditions 
(black) or in S2 conditions (red). The spectra were normalized to 1 at 685 nm for WT, F15 and 
M18 and at 681 nm for FUD7. The samples were excited at 400 nm.

In the mutants lacking PSI (F15 and M18), the band F685 is observed at the same position as 

in the WT cells, confirming the presence of PSII (Figure 3.12). However, the emission spectra 

of these mutants clearly lack the fluorescence band F713, and instead show a broad band 

with a maximum at ≈704 nm (F704). A similar fluorescence spectrum was reported before 

for another PSI-deficient mutant Fl5 [42,43]. The biochemical analyses have indicated that 

the PSI core complex is absent in both mutants while the Lhca proteins are still present. 

The F704 band can be therefore attributed to Lhcas, which in various PSI-deficient cells or 

upon isolation emit at ≈707 nm at 77 K [43–48]. Upon the S1 → S2 transition, the F704/

F685 ratio increases substantially from 1.35 to 2.12 in F15 and from 1.98 to 2.29 in M18, 

indicating that like in WT also in the cells without PSI, changes occur in the organization of 

the photosynthetic apparatus, though in these mutants the LHCII complexes cannot bind to 

PSI. The changes are more pronounced in F15 than in M18, possibly due to different LHCII 

amounts in these two strains, as indicated in above.

In the mutant deficient in PSII (the D1-minus mutant FUD7), the 77 K fluorescence spectra 

show a blue-shifted band peaking at 681 nm (F681) as well as the PSI band F713 observed 
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in WT (Figure 3.12). Similar spectra were observed before in other PSII deficient mutants, 

Fl39 [42,43] and F34 [25]. The typical F685 emission of PSII is not expected in this mutant 

and the emission at ≈680 nm can be attributed to LHCII [45,46], minor PSII antenna proteins 

[49,50] and CP43 not connected to a PSII reaction center [51]. Finally, the ratio of the two 

distinctive peaks F713/F681 in FUD7 increases upon the S1 → S2 transition from 0.76 to 

1.08 suggesting that also in this mutant the organization of the photosynthetic apparatus 

changes upon applying S1 or S2 conditions.

The steady-state fluorescence measurements indicate that even in the absence of the PSI 

core or the PSII core, the remaining photosynthetic complexes still rearrange upon ST and 

this invariably leads to an increased intensity in S2 of the PSI/Lhca band relatively to the 

PSII/ LHCII band.

77 K time-resolved fluorescence emission: general characteristics of C.r. deficient 
in the PSI core or the PSII core
To understand the origin of the changes in the low-temperature fluorescence spectra, and 

to get information on the energy transfer processes in the C.r. mutant cells incubated under 

S1 or S2 conditions, we analyzed globally the time-resolved fluorescence (raw data are 

presented in the Supplementary Information, Figure S3.1). The complete spectrum (640–760 

nm) of each dataset was thus fitted using four components. Adding a fifth component, 

as was done in our previous study on C.r. WT [10], did not improve the fit. The shortest 

component used in the previous study is absent here. This is presumably caused by the 

fact that in the present work the datasets were collected only in the longest (1.5 ns) time-

window, thus the fastest (<10 ps) kinetics could not be resolved. Figure 3.13 shows the 

resulting decay-associated spectra (DAS) from WT and mutant cells incubated in S1 (black 

lines) or in S2 conditions (red lines). Note that we analyzed the kinetics of two PSI-deficient 

mutants, F15 and M18, both independently (open squares) and together with rates linked 

between the two strains (solid lines). Spectra at time zero are depicted in Figure S3.2. A 

comparison of the relative intensities of different DAS is shown in Figure S3.3.

Additionally, we analyzed globally the wavelength range 710–730nm in F15 and in M18 

as well as 670–683 nm in FUD7. The former wavelength window is dominated by Lhca 

emission, while in the latter mainly LHCII emission is expected to contribute. The fitting of 

the narrow wavelength window in FUD7 requires four components (Table S3.1) similar to 

the full-spectrum fit, indicating that even EET kinetics dominated by LHCII complexes is still 

rather complicated. On the other hand, the Lhca-dominated emission in the PSI-deficient 

mutants is satisfactorily fitted with only two components (Table S3.1). The fluorescence 

3
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decays at ≈681 nm in case of FUD7 and at 715 nm in case of F15 and M18, together with 

their fits resulting from the global analysis are presented in Figure S3.4.

In all studied strains, the main lifetimes resulting from the global analysis of the full spectra 

are 20–30 ps, 100–135 ps, 400–500 ps and 2–3 ns. In the following, we first describe the 

possible origin of these lifetimes in each strain and subsequently we discuss the changes 

occurring upon the S1 → S2 transition.

Figure 3.13 Decay-associated spectra (DAS) resulting from global analysis of 77 K time-resolved 
fluorescence measured in C.r. WT and mutants F15, M18 and FUD7 upon incubation in S1 con-
ditions (black) or in S2 conditions (red). Spectra obtained for different states were normalized 
using a scaling number (for details, see Materials and Methods). PSI-deficient strains (F15 and 
M18) were analyzed independently (open squares) or with rates linked between both mutants 
(solid lines).

The 20–30 ps DAS
In WT, the DAS characterized by a lifetime of almost 30 ps shows a positive band at ≈675 

nm and negative bands near 687 and 711 nm (Figure 3.13). Spectra with similar positive 

and negative peak positions were observed earlier in C.r. WT and in thylakoid membranes 

and PSII particles from spinach [10,52,53]. In these studies, the 675(+)/687(−) feature was 

attributed to EET from light-harvesting complexes to PSII whereas EET from bulk antennae 

to PSI was indicated as the origin of the 675(+)/>711(−) feature.
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In both mutants lacking the PSI core (F15 and M18), the negative peak at 711 nm is missing 

completely. These spectra only show a positive peak at 675 nm and a negative peak at 

687 nm. Hence, in the PSI-deficient mutants the EET from LHCII to the PSII core seems 

unaffected, while as expected energy transfer to PSI is absent.

In the mutant deficient in the PSII core (FUD7) the positive peak at 675 nm and the negative 

feature at 711 nm are clearly present, suggesting that excitation energy transfer from bulk 

antennae to PSI occurs just as in WT. However, additionally a negative peak at ≈685 nm 

appears, which can be explained by energy transfer from LHCII to complexes that are 

expected to emit around 685 nm, like remaining CP43 [51], and/or LHCII aggregates [54]. A 

positive peak at ≈691 nm followed by a negative feature at 711 nm depicts a downhill EET 

within the PSI–Lhca complexes [52].

The 100–135 ps DAS
Also in the second DAS, the spectral features of both PSI-deficient mutants F15 and M18 

are simpler than those of the WT and of the PSII-deficient cells FUD7 (Figure 3.13). The 

second DAS of F15 and M18 have a clear positive peak at 681 nm which is followed by a 

zero-crossing at ≈692 nm to finally form a rather shallow but clear negative band at ≈702 nm. 

Except for the latter feature, this spectrum is very similar to that occurring with a lifetime 

of 132 ps in PSII membranes from spinach measured at 77 K [52]. Thus, the large positive 

amplitude suggests that excitations are trapped by PSII on this timescale, whereas the small 

negative band above 690 nm in F15 and M18 indicates the presence of some EET towards 

Lhca proteins that are present in these mutants but not in the PSII membranes.

A clear positive peak at ≈682 nm in the second DAS of WT can also in part be attributed to 

trapping on PSII, in agreement with our previous results from target analysis where nearly 

60% of trapping on PSII occurred on the timescale of ≈170 ps [10]. In addition, there are 

positive and negative peaks at 703 and 722 nm, respectively, indicating EET from Lhca to 

PSI. In the PSII-deficient mutant FUD7, the up-and-down feature at 703 and 722 nm is clearly 

visible, while, relative to the positive band above 700 nm, the positive peak at 682 nm is 

much smaller than in WT, in agreement with the absence of the PSII core. In the mutant, the 

682-nm band is probably dominated by fluorescence decay from Lhcb proteins. CP43 might 

also emit here, however its amount is very small relative to the Lhcb proteins (Figure 3.10). 

The relatively short lifetime of this decay indicates that the Lhcb complexes are quenched 

or transfer energy towards PSI. The negative feature at ≈689 nm in FUD7 is most probably 

also due to energy transfer to aggregated LHCII as discussed above for the ≈685-nm peak 

in DAS 1 of FUD7. Also CP43 can accept the excitation energy from LHCII [55], but this core 

antenna contributes only very little to emission at ≈689 nm [51].

3
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The 400–500 ps DAS
Similarly to the first and second DAS, the spectral features of the 500-ps decay are simpler 

in the PSI-deficient mutants than in WT or in the PSII-deficient mutant (Figure 3.13). In F15 

and M18, the spectrum of the third DAS shows a strong positive feature peaking at 685 nm 

and a zero or slightly negative amplitude around 715 nm. In PSII membranes measured at 

77 K, the DAS with a lifetime of 500 ps peaking at 685 nm was observed [52] and attributed 

to the F685 emission band of PSII. However, the spectrum of this DAS in PSII membranes 

remains positive towards longer wavelengths resembling that of a chlorophyll absorption 

spectrum. The zero or negative amplitude at ≈715 nm in F15 and M18 suggests fluorescence 

rise, and because of the absence of PSI, it means that further energy equilibration towards 

the red-most forms of Lhca takes place on this timescale in the mutants.

Global analysis of the fluorescence emission dominated by Lhca in F15 and M18 (710–730 

nm) delivers only one component with a negative amplitude, thus indicating excitation 

energy transfer to Lhcas (Table S3.1). The manifestation of this EET on two time scales in 

the full-spectrum analysis is possibly due to its lifetime of <220 ps, hence intermediate 

between the lifetimes characterizing the second (100– 135 ps) and the third (400–500 ps) 

DAS in the full-spectrum analysis.

In the WT cells the third DAS is positive at all wavelengths with peaks at 685 and 712 nm. 

The former band can be attributed to the F685 emission of PSII and some contribution of 

free LHCII (X-685 feature), while the emission at 712 nm originates from the red chlorophylls 

of PSI and trapping on PSI in agreement with previous results [10].

Trapping on PSI, visible as a positive band with a maximum at ≈713 nm occurs also in the 

PSII-deficient mutant FUD7, but in this case this band is accompanied by a strong peak at 681 

nm. We suggest that this blue emission originates from the major peripheral antennae LHCII, 

which transfer energy to PSI and/or are present in a quenched form with a lifetime of ≈0.5 

ns [16,56–58]. Also free CP43 can possibly contribute to this band, though the low amount 

of this protein when compared to LHCII excludes a major input from this core antenna.

The 2–3 ns DAS
All DAS characterized by the longest lifetime of 2–3 ns are positive, indicating decay of 

fluorescence (Figure 3.13). In WT, two maxima are observed at ≈713 and ≈695 nm, which 

are attributed to F713 of PSI and F695 of PSII, respectively.

In both PSI-deficient mutants the F713 emission is absent and instead a strong band peaking 

at 704 nm is observed that can be attributed to Lhca [43,45–48]. The absence of the 680-nm 
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feature in the F15 and M18 mutants indicates that all LHCII complexes are functionally 

attached and transfer energy to PSII or Lhca, or both or they are quenched. The 695-nm 

emission is expected in these cells as well, but most likely it is hidden under the strong Lhca 

signal at 704 nm.

In the PSII-deficient mutant the F713 band of PSI is obvious, but here also a second peak 

at 683 nm is observed, which most likely originates from the decay of major and minor 

light-harvesting complexes and CP43. The rather shallow valley between the 683- and the 

712-nm band can possibly be caused by LHCII in an aggregated form. Upon isolation such 

LHCII aggregates have been shown to fluoresce at 695– 700 nm [59].

77 K time-resolved fluorescence emission: state transitions in C.r. deficient in the 
PSI core or in the PSII core
Even though the fluorescence emission has been measured in the mutants deficient in the 

PSI core or the PSII core incubated under S1 or S2 conditions [42,43], to our best knowledge 

the characterization of EET based on time-resolved full-spectrum fluorescence was not 

reported before. We want to stress that time-resolved fluorescence provides information 

about lifetimes and amplitudes separately. This allows us for example to directly discriminate 

between quenching and state transition. This information cannot be obtained by steady-

state techniques.

In our study, we induced S1 conditions by bubbling the cells with air in the dark for 45 

min, while anoxia obtained upon bubbling the cells with N2 in the dark for 45 min posed 

S2 conditions [21,22]. In WT cells, these conditions lead to oxidation and reduction of the 

plastoquinone pool, respectively. Transition from S2 to S1 in the mutants F15 and FUD7 

is presented in Figure S3.5. The first DAS of WT cells in S1 (29 ps kinetics, black line), has 

a more pronounced negative peak at 686 nm than in S2 (red line), whereas the negative 

peak at 711 nm is more pronounced in S2 compared to S1. This result is in agreement with 

our earlier observations [10]. A negative peak means growth of fluorescence, thus in S1 

the excitations are transferred to PSII, causing the negative peak at 686 nm, while in S2 

this transfer is strongly reduced as indicated by the absence of the negative feature at 686 

nm. On the other hand, the negative peak at 711 nm increases indicating more transfer 

to PSI. The spectra observed in the third (500 ps) and the fourth (2.9 ns) DAS confirm this 

conclusion, because in S1 more fluorescence decay occurs at 685 nm (DAS 3) and 695 nm 

(DAS 4) representing PSII emission, whereas in S2 fluorescence decay dominates at 712 nm 

(DAS 3) and 717 nm (DAS 4) that represent PSI emission. In our previous study, target analysis 

showed that energy transfer from LHCII to PSII/PSI occurs with two main lifetimes (now 
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largely lumped in DAS 1) and that in S2 a part of the signal at 685 nm must be attributed 

to quenched (DAS 3) and unquenched (DAS 4) - emission from LHCII-only aggregates [10].

State transitions in PSI-deficient cells
Figure 3.13 shows that both PSI-deficient mutants reveal different fluorescence kinetics 

in S1 vs S2. The M18 mutant, which has a higher Chl a/b ratio (Table 3.3) and a lower 

polypeptide/D1 ratio (Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11) than the F15 strain, shows also much 

smaller differences between both states than F15. The trend of state transitions change in 

both mutants is however similar.

The first DAS of F15 shows a more negative peak at 687 nm in S1 (black line) than in S2 (red 

line), similarly as it is observed in the WT cells (Figure 3.13). This means that EET from the 

peripheral antenna complexes (largely LHCII) to PSII is more pronounced in S1 than in S2. 

Hence, it is likely that in S2 structural changes occurred that suppressed the transfer of 

energy from a part of the peripheral antennae to PSII. There is no sign of LHCII characterized 

by the longest lifetime of 3 ns (DAS 4), therefore if there are uncoupled bulk antennae 

present, they must be in a quenched state. On the other hand, the first DAS of the M18 

mutant remains largely constant between S1 vs S2, suggesting that in this strain the EET 

from peripheral antennae to PSII is little sensitive to state transitions.

The far-red part of the first, second and third DAS of F15 and M18 carry direct information 

on the EET towards Lhca. The transfer occurring faster than 135 ps appears to be ST-

independent in both PSI-mutants. The EET towards Lhca occurring with ≈500 ps barely 

changes in the M18 mutant, while in the F15 strain it is more pronounced in S2 vs S1. This 

change in the latter mutant is moreover accompanied by a reduced intensity of the PSII 

decay in S2 compared to S1, which is in agreement with the reduced EET to PSII in the first 

component of F15. As expected, the third DAS of M18 in S1 vs S2 changes little in the PSII 

emission region.

The somewhat larger EET towards Lhca observed in the third component of F15 in S2 when 

compared to S1 points at a situation in which more free Lhca complexes are energetically 

connected to PSII-LHCII and/or LHCII in S2 and therefore receive more energy in this state, 

but only on a slow time scale (in 500 ps). The resulting increase of fluorescence decay arising 

from Lhca is observed in the fourth DAS of F15. Although it is expected that at 695 nm the 

amplitude of the fourth DAS is larger in S1 than in S2, this change is presumably not visible 

due to the overlap of this band with relatively strong Lhca fluorescence which is more 

pronounced in S2. The difference in amplitude between S1 and S2 is smaller at 695 nm than 

at longer wavelengths at which less PSII contribution is expected, therefore qualitatively 
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this interpretation seems justified. Finally, as anticipated from the limited changes observed 

in the first three DAS of M18 in S1 vs S2, the fourth DAS varies only a little in this mutant.

State transitions in PSII-deficient cells
The PSII-deficient mutant FUD7 exhibits significant differences between the fluorescence 

transients measured upon incubation under S1 vs S2 conditions (Figure 3.10). In the first 

DAS, both the positive signal at 675 nm and the negative signal at 710 nm are slightly 

stronger in S2 than in S1. In the second DAS the amplitude of the positive 680-nm peak 

increases substantially while between 710 and 740 nm it becomes more negative. These 

results suggest that EET from bulk antenna complexes to PSI occurring with the lifetimes of 

26 and 113 ps is more pronounced in S2 than in S1. This means that in S2 a larger part of the 

antennae is energetically coupled with PSI. The fluorescence decay transients in the third 

DAS confirm this interpretation: the broad band peaking at ≈713 nm has larger amplitude 

in S2, whereas the emission from unconnected LHCII at ≈681 nm has larger amplitude in S1. 

In the fourth DAS however mainly the 683-nm peak decreases upon transition to S2, while 

PSI emission does not increase significantly. Together with the shortening of the average 

LHCII-dominated fluorescence decay lifetime from 645 ps in S1 to 484 ps in S2 (Table S3.1), 

these results suggest that upon the S1→S2 transition some LHCII complexes transfer energy 

to PSI while other LHCII antennae remain uncoupled and become quenched.

Discussion

Organization of the thylakoid membranes in C.r. deficient in the PSI core or the PSII 
core
The photosynthetic membranes are densely packed with pigment–protein complexes whose 

specific arrangement determines possible excitation energy transfer routes. In higher 

plants, PSII–LHCII complexes are mainly present in stacks of multiple discs (grana), while 

the interconnecting single discs (stroma lamellae) are occupied mostly by PSI–Lhca [60]. 

In C.r. however the membranes forma network of single discs or elongated, bifurcating 

and merging stacks of only a couple of discs [61,62], thus it is expected that the separation 

between the PSI- and PSII-rich areas is less pronounced here.

It has been shown that in the C.r. mutants lacking crucial parts of the photosynthetic 

apparatus, the arrangement of membranes can be different from that in WT [61]. Generally, 

PSII-deficient mutants seem to have rather unstacked thylakoid membranes, while large 

grana-like stacks are formed in mutants lacking PSI [63].
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PSI-deficient mutants: F15 and M18
The absence of the PSI core in the mutants F15 and M18 results in a functional coupling 

of Lhca to PSII–LHCII and/or LHCII complexes (Figure 3.13). A similar observation has 

been made before for other PSI-deficient mutants [7,8]. In the F15 mutant we see that 

upon transition to S2 excitation energy transfer from PSII–LHCII and/or LHCII to Lhca 

increases. Such change is far smaller in the M18 cells. Our biochemical characterization 

of the two strains provides a possible explanation of this discrepancy. Both the Chl a/b 

ratio (Table 3.3) and the polypeptide/D1 ratio (Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11) indicate that 

F15 has more bulk antennae when compared to the M18 cells. It has been shown, that 

state transitions are accompanied by rearrangement of the thylakoids (changes in stacking), 

both in higher plants [64,65] and in C.r. [66], as well as by disassembly of the PSII–LHCII 

megacomplexes into supercomplexes [66]. Moreover, various amounts of Lhcb can lead to 

a different arrangement of the photosynthetic complexes embedded in the membranes 

and of the membranes themselves [67–69]. Finally, a decreased amount of certain LhcbMs 

diminishes ST in C.r. [70,71]. All these observations strongly support our conclusion that 

the different magnitude of ST in F15 vs M18 originates from the distinct composition of the 

photosynthetic apparatus in these two strains. Although this is the most likely explanation, 

we cannot exclude that there are other unidentified mutations that either diminish state 

transition (in M18) or enhance it (in F15). Our results show that induction of ST in C.r. can 

lead to a rearrangement of the photosynthetic apparatus in the absence of the PSI core, 

however in light of the extensive changes and different content of peripheral antennae 

between the two PSI-deficient strains that we used in the present study, further work will 

be needed to understand exactly what is the extent of antenna reorganization upon ST in 

the mere absence of PSI cores. Independent of the state, the M18 strain shows EET kinetics 

similar to the one of the F15 cells in S2. This observation suggests that the arrangement of 

photosynthetic complexes and possibly membranes in the M18 cells resembles that of F15 

under S2 conditions.

Finally, the change in EET from PSII–LHCII and/or LHCII complexes to Lhca observed in F15 

upon S1→S2 transition affects component characterized by a relatively long lifetime (423 

ps).We suggest therefore that these Lhcas are rather loosely connected to the PSII–LHCII 

and/or LHCII complexes.

PSII-deficient mutant FUD7
Thylakoid membranes of PSII-deficient mutants show a reduced stacking when compared 

to WT [61,63]. A possible consequence of such arrangement is a relatively high mobility 

and intermixing of the remaining pigment–protein complexes. In the PSII-deficient mutant 

F34, it was shown that upon reduction of the PQ pool, LHCII was phosphorylated and as a 
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result the fluorescence quantum yield decreased [25,72]. Similarly, fluorescence kinetics 

measured on FUD7 indicated reduction of the PQ pool under anoxia in the dark [24], which 

are the conditions used in the present study. Our results show that in FUD7 independently 

of the state some of the LHCII complexes are uncoupled and some transfer excitation 

energy towards PSI. By means of the full-spectrum time-resolved fluorescence we can 

distinguish these two phenomena and we observe that upon S1 → S2 transition some of 

the uncoupled LHCII complexes become (more) quenched as well as the EET from LHCII 

complexes towards PSI increases. Both changes result also in shortening of the average 

lifetime of the fluorescence decay dominated by LHCII emission (Table S3.1, Figure S3.4).

Conclusions

In this work we studied excitation energy transfer in the photosynthetic apparatus of intact 

cells of C.r. deficient in the PSI core or the PSII core. The PSI-deficient mutants, F15 and M18, 

show kinetics similar to that of the PSII membranes from spinach [52] and the differences 

are well explained by the presence of Lhcas solely in the former ones. Moreover, we observe 

that at 77 K these Lhcas can act as traps of excitation energy from PSII–LHCII and/or LHCII. 

Upon transition from state 1 to state 2 an increase of this EET and a decrease of trapping 

by PSII are observed in the F15 mutant, while in the M18 mutant these changes are limited.

In the PSII-deficient mutant, FUD7, some of the LHCII complexes transfer excitation energy 

towards PSI while others are uncoupled. Upon S1 → S2 transition both more EET towards 

PSI and an increased quenching of the free LHCII complexes are observed. The presence 

of LHCII populations in a different quenching state is in agreement with recent results on 

LHCII-only membranes of C.r. [58].

Using mutants of C.r. we show that detachment of LHCII from PSII and association of LHCII 

with PSI upon state transitions pose two independent processes. This result is in line with 

the previous observations that in C.r. wild-type part of LHCII is disconnecting from PSII 

without associating with PSI [10,16,17]. Moreover, these observations support an earlier 

suggestion that state transitions in C.r. have a protective role occurring as a temporal 

solution during the buildup of nonphotochemical quenching [13].

Spectroscopic studies on intact cells of C.r. reveal the functional interaction between 

different photosynthetic pigment–protein complexes and how these interactions change 

upon state transitions [10,16,17]. These results point to structural re-arrangements of 

the complexes. A combination of this knowledge with structural information, derived e.g. 
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from a freeze-fracture study, could finally provide the full picture of the remodeling of the 

photosynthetic apparatus upon state transitions in this green alga.
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Supporting Information

Figure S3.8 Full-spectrum fluorescence kinetics of C.r. WT and mutants F15, M18 and FUD7 
measured at 77 K with streak camera. Fluorescence emission intensity is color-coded from zero 
(blue) to the highest value (red).
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Figure S3.9 First EAS (Evolution-Associated Spectra) representing the spectra at time zero (de-
convoluted and dispersion corrected) resulting from global analysis of 77 K time-resolved fluo-
rescence measured in C.r. WT and mutants F15, M18 and FUD7 upon incubation in S1 conditions 
(black) or in S2 conditions (red). Each spectrum was normalized to the area under the spectrum.
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Figure S3.10 Decay-Associated Spectra (DAS) resulting from global analysis of 77 K time-resolved 
fluorescence measured in C.r. WT and mutants F15 , M18 and FUD7 upon incubation in S1 con-
ditions (left panel) or in S2 conditions (right panel).
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Table S3.1 Lifetimes (ps) obtained upon global fit in 670-683 nm for FUD7 and in 710-730 nm 
for F15 and M18. Amplitudes at 715 nm for F15 and M18 and at 681 nm for FUD7 are indicated.

τ1 A1 τ2 A2 τ3 A3 τ4 A4 τave

F15 S1 60 -56 3104 104 - - - - -

S2 164 -66 3384 159 - - - - -

M18 S1 218 -60 3176 159 - - - - -

S2 185 -62 3467 132 - - - - -

FUD7 S1 27 138 172 271 463 289 1700 252 645

S2 24 171 112 396 418 322 1920 172 484
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Figure S3.11 Fluorescence decay (black) measured at 77 K in FUD7 at 681 nm and in F15 and M18 
at 715 nm. Global analysis performed in 670-683 nm for FUD7 and in 710-730 nm for F15 and 
M18 gives the fit (red) and residues (blue). Each strain and each state (S1 or S2) was analyzed 
independently and scaled using a scaling number obtained in global analysis of the full spectrum.

Reversibility of state transitions and the state of the F15 and FUD7 cells under 
growth conditions
Independent of the measurements reported in the main text, time-resolved fluorescence 

at 77 K was measured in the F15 cells and in the FUD7 cells (i) directly upon sampling from 

the culture flask, (ii) upon subsequent incubation of the remaining cells under S2 conditions, 

(iii) upon further incubation of the remaining cells under S1 conditions. Decay-Associate 
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Spectra characterizing these subsequent measurements are depicted in Figure S3.12 and 

are in line with the ones reported in Figure 4 in the main text. A difference observed on the 

short time-scale (first DAS) is most probably caused by the fact that the results reported in 

Figure S3.12 were collected with a lower time resolution (≈ 25 ps) than the data reported 

in Figure 4 (≈ 22 ps).

The results in Figure S3.12 show that S2 is reversible to S1, both in F15 and in FUD7. We 

observe moreover that under applied growth conditions (described in Materials and 

Methods of the main text) the extent of excitation energy transfer towards Lhca in the 

PSI-deficient cells of F15 is in between the extent observed for the S1- and S2-adapted cells 

of this mutant. On the other hand the untreated PSII-deficient cells of FUD7 show excitation 

energy kinetics similar to S1-adapted cells of FUD7.

Figure S3.12 Decay-Associated Spectra (DAS) resulting from global analysis of 77 K time-resolved 
fluorescence measured in C.r. F15 and FUD7 cells directly upon sampling from culture flask 
(‘untreated’, blue), upon further incubation of the remaining cells under S1 conditions (black) 
and upon further incubation of the remaining cells under S1 conditions (red). Applied growth 
conditions and induction of state transitions were as described in Materials and Methods of 
the main text.
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